Chinese and Western Combinations
Aquarius (Tiger) Month
Combination with Rabbit Year:
"Understood" Uranus, Air, Fixed
"Withdraw" Yin-Negative Wood
Characteristics: Complexity, Originality, Cruelty,
Ambition, Longevity, Hypochondria, Independence,
Thoughtlessness,
Pedantry,
Prudence,
Dilettantism,
Tolerance,
Disobedience,
Separateness, Charity, Neurosis, Finesse, Virtue,
Squeamishness,
Individuality,
Vision,
Tact,
Eccentricity, Secretiveness

This combination has an inborn curiosity fit for a cat rather than a rabbit. They have
never encountered an object or a person they did not want to study. These studies are
generally not of the superficial, look it up quickly on the internet type. They are deep
and detailed. They do not just collect and read books. They collect museums,
aquariums, libraries and universities. The Aquarius-Rabbit sees knowledge, study,
learning and information as ends in themselves. These interests have intrinsic value
and are not sought in order to gain anything else. They seek these out for the pure joy
of it. They need and look for experience as well as raw facts. They are not cutthroat
about this, nor do they force their views on others. They can, with some effort, learn to
tame this tendency. However, they will always be prone to making remarks about the
stars on a clear night, name classical songs on their friend’s stereo and give the origin
of obscure quotations. It is, after all, virtually impossible for a walking encyclopedia not
to be a talking encyclopedia as well. They simply want understanding, specifics, data
and knowledge. They are natural scholars. They find enjoyment in discovering facts
for themselves. Given their vast sources of information accumulated over time, it is
understandable that they have a hint of the know-it-all about them.
Romance: This combination is the family type. They want security, love and attention.
Marriage is in the being of the Aquarius-Rabbit as are children and all the trappings
that go with being part of a family unit. They are the hugging and cuddling types
because they want peace and reassurance. They do all they can to avoid problems
and are the type whose personality has no rough edges. They are quite sensitive in
their approach to others. The Aquarius-Rabbit, given his or her own intellectual
tendencies, wants a partner who is an equal in this regard. Their partner must have a
sense of humor, enjoy an amusing chat and be very open-minded. The partners of
Aquarius-Rabbits are never bored or without intellectual stimulation. That, perhaps,
can be a bit much for some because the PBS Radio and TV station that is the
Aquarius-Rabbit only shut down in their sleep. However, this combination is reliable
and well thought of.

Relationships: Moving into the realm of combinations for compatibility that are not
recommended are Taurus, Leo and Scorpio-Rats. Taurus and Leo-Roosters are also
poor choices. Finally, bringing up the rear, are Scorpio-Horses. At the very top of the
list for romance and love are Aries, Gemini, Libra and Sagittarius-Boars. Excellent
selections also include Aries, Gemini, Libra and Sagittarius-Rams.
Family Life: This combination is refined and respectable so that will be reflected in
their home. Given the desire for peace and comfort, their abode must be homey and
warm. Of course it needs to be set up so that hobnobbing about the geography of the
sub-Sahara is encouraged. There is a mild snobbism in the Aquarius-Rabbit, but it is
not over the top. As a mom or dad the Aquarius-Rabbit is a tad on the eccentric side.
They bombard their children with information and often start when the children are
very young. The Aquarius-Rabbit parent is very generous with their time, however.
They love to get their children rolling on books early and thus read to and teach them
early. They are the parent who one sees at the supermarket explaining where rice
comes from to their two year old. The Aquarius-Rabbit has a home that is comfortable
and classical. It is not, however, showy or ostentatious.
Likelihood: The Aquarius-Rabbit has a strong desire for money. Finances are very
important to them. They want to be rich and they want to keep most of their money for
themselves. If they find a great job, they are willing to move on to something else that
is bigger and better. It needs to have the concomitant remuneration, however. It is
fairly clear that this combination is a brain and not a brawn type of individual.
Professionally, they do not want to get their hands dirty. That rules out being a farmer
or a mechanic. They need a profession that calls forth the intellect. The rule is not
written in stone, but repetition is not for them.
Famous Aquarius/Rabbits: Stendhal, James Michener, Tom Brokaw, Juliette Greco.

